Exercise of the model under assumption of an orientation distribution allows absolute predictions of target strength to be made at each frequency. By requiring that the difference between predicted and measured target strengths be a minimum in a least-squares sense, it is possible to infer the orientation distribution. This useful biological quantity was not obtainable in the previous analysis which involved the sphere scattering model.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper, an attempt was made to determine average backscattering cross sections of krill through an analysis of echo data gathered on aggregations of encaged animals. l The measured quantities agreed at best very roughly with computations based on a spherical model. 2 Some differences were significant. These were attributed, at least in part, to neglect of the shape of the animals. Concurrent with the research leading up to that paper was the development of the deformed cylinder model that comes closer to accounting for the shape of the animal. 3
Understanding the scattering processes not only allows scattering predictions to be made from knowledge of the animal size, shape, orientation, and material properties, but also allows echo sounders to be used as remote sensing tools to infer some of the above properties. In the case of fish, it has been possible to infer the orientation distribu- 
III. METHOD
The model has been used to compute a for each krill length distribution at each of the two frequencies, 38 and 
IV. RESULTS
An example of some least-square determinations of orientation parameters is presented in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) . Given the requirement of measurements performed at sufficient SNR, the greatest obstacle to be overcome in determining the parameters of the tilt angle distribution is that of ambiguity. The amount of information available in two-frequency measurements is marginally adequate for this determination.
Because of inherent ambiguities in the solution
For applications to field work, measurement of singlescatterer target strength cannot be assumed. What is determined from measurements of the volume scattering
